
2018 New Year Sales
Effectiveness Resolutions.
Achievable goals to being the best sales force you can be.

The new year is upon us and the economy is hot! Most people are motivated to start the year off right and make

a sustainable difference. Companies are looking internally for sales functions to capitalize on this momentum and

produce growth at a record pace. What new year sales resolutions are you and your team setting? Consider the

following 2018 New Year Sales Effectiveness Resolutions:

1. Get Quotas Out Early

If you have not communicated quota targets to employees at this point, you are already at risk. Past studies show

that the sooner you get a number out to the sales force, the higher probability they have of achieving better

attainment. The longer the delay, the lower the probability of higher productivity. Make this your number one

priority…now!

2. Add Opportunities to Your Pipeline Tool More Judicially

Create better governance and adherence to deal pipeline input. Many organizations are lax when it comes to

managing reps’ pipeline forecast and deal funnel. To better maximize results, create an accurate forecast to have

headlights to results and make it mandatory for reps to get their deals in the system in a quick and efficient way.

This should be a non-negotiable rule.

3. Grow More Revenue in Existing Accounts

Why do so many companies focus more resources on new accounts or new logos when the cost of sales is

typically much higher than mining existing accounts? It’s time to rethink your go-to-market model and ensure

you have the right resources focused on your current customers.

4. Upskill Sales Reps While Results are Good

Results are good, profits are up, now is the best time to invest in your people. Spend some time defining what

“good” looks like in a sales rep by looking at your top performing reps. Use this blueprint of “good” to start

upskilling the “not so good” reps. If you make the investment now, when times are good, then it may just help

you avoid the bad times.
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5. Reduce the Amount of “Breakage” Allocated to Sales Reps

Breakage is defined as the amount of quota you over assign across your sales force. Studies show the typical sales

force allocates between 15 to 20% more than the amount needed at the senior sales leadership level to sales reps.

This is too much. Set a goal to get this below 10%. You will see more motivation in your sales reps and better overall

impact…not to mention higher morale.

6. Rethink How You Credit Multiple Sales Reps and Channels for Deals

One of the biggest challenges organizations face is reducing channel conflict and incenting team selling and cross

selling. In most cases, your organization’s crediting policy is cumbersome and misunderstood. Take a day out of

your week and sit down to really challenge how your organization approaches crediting. Can you explain it? Do you

truly understand it? Does it make sense?

7. Get Your Overlay Sales Resources to Work Better with Account Managers

Are you wasting the time of your product specialists, technical experts, or industry leads? Most companies do. Get

them to work and reduce your cost of sales. Create better alignment and dedication to the front-line sellers. Is a

pooled environment the right way to go? Or should resources be more dedicated? Take a look at sales staffing and

support ratios and then your overall cost. There are likely a lot of efficiencies that can be created.

8. Do Not Promote Reps to Managers Just Because They Are Good Sales People

The old adage states, great players make bad coaches. Instincts are hard to teach and coach. When making

managerial decisions, make sure you are looking at the managerial competencies needed to be an effective sales

leader, not just the ability to sell.

9. Reduce Turnover in Salesforce to 20% or Less on An Annual Basis

This may be easier said than done, but what is measured is managed. Most sales turnover, both voluntary and

involuntary, is well north of 20% on an annualized basis. If you set a target to reduce this number, you will become

more focused on why people leave and create considerations to combat the outflow of resources.

10. Increase Your Booked to Billed Revenue Ratio

Getting the contract signed is for “show,” getting the billed revenue in the door is for “dough.” Consider changing

your compensation plan to put more emphasis on recognized revenue and cash collected. It may create short-term

pain, but the longer-term benefits help reduce chargebacks, true-up admin time and higher quotas.

For more information, please contact Joseph DiMisa at 770-403-8006 or joe.dimisa@kornferry.com
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